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About Us
At Bodyease, we understand the importance of a good night’s rest.
That’s why we go above and beyond to craft luxurious beds that help
you enjoy a rejuvenating, energising uninterrupted sleep night after
night.
We’re a family-owned business with more than 25 years’
experience in the trade. We’re proud to have established an
outstanding reputation for creating effortlessly stylish, well-designed,
high-quality beds that help you drift off to sleep with ease and wake
up feeling refreshed, even if you lead a hectic and stressful day-to-day
life.
Our team of talented British craftsmen only use the finest raw
materials to create our wooden and leather beds and we take care to
ensure quality at every stage of the manufacturing process.
Our innovative approach has allowed us to develop a specialist
range of adjustable beds that are available in a range of designs
and styles, from pocket-sprung to contemporary and modern. So,
whatever your needs, we’re guaranteed to have something to suit you
perfectly.
Our power-assisted beds are particularly popular, combining
ultimate comfort with the latest technology to transform the way
you live and sleep. By paying careful attention to the needs of our
customers and using our decades of experience, we have created
the Luxury Motion Collection. These stunning beds allow our customers
to adjust their bed to achieve the optimum comfort position at the
touch of a button.
When you choose a Bodyease bed, you choose comfort, luxury
and style. You’ll hardly be able to wait for bedtime to arrive!

... with British innovation
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New Range

MOTION
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GRAVITY

Introducing our stunning new range of luxury lifestyle adjustable beds.
We’ve combined the ultimate in comfort and style with the latest
technology to create a sumptuous selection of beds that you are
guaranteed to fall in love with.
Our highly-skilled craftsmen have used the highest quality materials
to create innovative designs that aren’t just functional but beautiful
too.
Choose a bed from the new Bodyease range and experience the
perfect support of specially made and selected sleep systems that
can be adjusted using simple electronic controls to provide a level of
comfort that is right for you.
You can rest assured that your Bodyease bed will fulfil all your needs
as we take the time to discover what you are looking for, and then
construct a bespoke bed with a level of luxury that will transform the
quality of your rest and sleep.
These are more than just beds, they are iconic designs that will turn
your bedroom into a stylish haven for rest and relaxation.
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Flex Fit
Our new range of frames and bases has been specially
designed to meet your individual needs. The collection
has been skilfully crafted in a range of comfort levels
to suit every sleeping preference and every budget.
Explore the options and choose the sleep system that
offers the right support for you, helping you achieve a
deep, relaxing sleep every single night.

On Its own,
a Bodyease Flex Fit
8000 Boxspring is
more comfortable
than many famousname mattresses

Flex Fit 2000

Flex Fit 4000

Flex Fit 8000

We designed the Flex 2000 to

The Flex 4000 offers a luxurious

If you’re looking for the

feature a unique style frame,

level of comfort, without

ultimate in luxury, the Flex

which is stylishly upholstered

skimping on style. We carefully

8000 is the bed base for

with a layer of padding on

designed this sleep system

you. It features a complete

top to provide extra support.

to feature a range of fillings

Boxspring unit, which not only

This innovative frame system

that offer an excellent level

extends the life of your mattress

makes the whole bed feel

of support and, with an

considerably but also offers the

firmer, so it’s ideal for helping

adjustable frame, you never

best possible level of comfort.

with your posture. The frame is

have to be uncomfortable

Thanks to the clever design, this

also adjustable so you can be

again. This stylish base also

base provides even support

sure you will find the perfect

helps to prolong the life of your

across the whole mattress. As

position for relaxing and

mattress, so you can rely on a

our premium base, it works in

sleeping.

good night’s sleep for many

harmony with your mattress to

years to come.

offer a beautifully soft feel that
you can rely on to support you
night after night.
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Flex Fit - Bases
Bed bases come in many different varieties, from divans with fully sprung or platform tops to bedsteads. It’s important to bear in mind that the comfort level and life span of
your mattress is affected by the choice of base. At Bodyease, we have a long history of creating innovative designs for quality adjustable beds. We are proud to be one of very
few companies who have an in-house design team dedicated to creating complete sleep systems, including both mattresses and bed bases. We understand what makes the
perfect adjustable bed, and we are passionate about helping you find a base and mattress combination that is right for you.

Bedstead

Deep Base

Deep Contour

Our modern Bedsteads are made from wood

The beauty of our Deep Base design is that

Our Deep Contour design is a luxurious addition

and are an excellent example of the quality

it can be upholstered in the same matching

to any bedroom. The sleek curved edges of

craftsmanship that is at the heart of all our

fabric as the mattress you choose, offering you

the footboard make it easy on the eye and the

designs. Featuring luxury chenille fabrics and a

the chance to create a beautifully consistent

headboard features a simple, contemporary

beautiful upholstered footboard, our Bedstead

look that transforms this from a bed into an

design that will compliment any bedroom

base is guaranteed to add a sense of luxury

elegant piece of furniture that will be the

décor. Like all our designs, the Deep Contour

and style to your bedroom. Bedsteads generally

centrepiece of any boudoir. This base has a

base will work in harmony with your mattress to

come flat-packed for simple self-assembly, and

distinct feeling of quality about it and it’s solid

ensure you sleep in perfect comfort every night

are extremely easy to manoeuvre into your

design means it reaches almost to the floor.

house.
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Shallow Base

Shallow Contour

If you’re looking for something to add style

Our Shallow Contour base is one of our newest

to your bedroom with a contemporary twist,

designs and has evolved from the popularity of

our Shallow Base design is ideal. Thanks to our

our Shallow Base design. This elegant adjustable

clever craftsmen, this divan base appears

base combines quality craftsmanship with

to ‘float’ above the ground creating a

stunning design. This shallow base with a curved

sophisticated look that is popular with many of

footboard is supported by rounded chrome

our customers. This design might look sleek but it

legs, which can be upgraded to modern-style

has extra strength and durability built in and it is

wooden black legs if you prefer.

available with a choice of ‘stand-out’ wooden
and brushed aluminium leg styles to suit your
individual taste.
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Savoy
Bodyease is a quintessentially English brand, with an

The Savoy can be made with the unique Flex Fit 2000

occasional flare for French style – and none of our

frame to give you a fresh, modern look and a firmer

beds better reflect this than the Savoy. This classic

feel. This adjustable frame is the ideal platform for

design shows off the skills of our master craftsmen, who

your mattress and is upholstered with an extra layer of

only work with the highest quality materials. Beautifully

padding to ensure you can relax in true comfort. Thanks

constructed and meticulously hand-finished, this

to the easy controls, you can adjust your bed to the best

adjustable bed oozes with class and offers excellent

position for reading, having breakfast or simply spending

value for money.

quality time with your partner.

Upgrade with bluetooth see option page
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Blenheim
Beautifully constructed and meticulously finished, the

We recommend you choose the Flex Fit 4000 base to

Blenheim is a truly stunning bed frame that exudes

create the perfect sleep system. You can combine

elegance & style. Crafted using a range of the finest

the luxury of the Blenheim design with the luxury of four

raw materials and upholstered in a choice of luxurious

inches of padding in the base of your bed, helping

fabrics, the essence of the modern living is cleverly

create an irresistibly comfortable place to rest your

captured in this adjustable bed which offers superb

head. The quality of this base helps extend the life of

value for money.

your mattress and the modern design means you can
adjust the position of your bed at the touch of a button.
You’ll never want to sleep in a ‘traditional’ bed again!

Upgrade with bluetooth see option page
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Ambassador
The opulent style of the Ambassador was inspired

The Ambassador has been designed to encompass

by some of the world’s most luxurious interior design.

the Flex Fit 8000 base. As our most deluxe base, it is

Featuring a breath-taking combination of bold curves

beautifully soft to touch, with no hard edges to bump

and clean lines, our talented designers have created a

in to. This fully adjustable base was created to work

bed fit for a king (or queen!). Attention has been paid to

in harmony with your mattress to provide continuous

every little detail to create a timeless sleep system that

support, whichever position you lie or sit in. Reading the

offers the utmost in quality and style.

morning paper in comfort, relaxing with a cup of tea
and easing aches and pains are all made easy with the
Flex Fit 8000 base.

Upgrade with bluetooth see option page
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Rio
With clean lines and a simple but eye-catching design,

The Rio is available with a choice of bases to suit your

the Rio is the perfect bed for those who prefer a

style and budget. Each frame has a fully adjustable

traditionally-shaped style, but fancy something with

sleep system base unit which works as an ideal platform

a modern twist. This design is available in a choice

for your mattress. At Bodyease, we’re experts when

of comfort levels so, whether you like snuggling up in

it comes to helping customers choose the bed that’s

ultimate softness or like a bed that is firm and supportive,

right for them, so just let us know if you’d like some help

the Rio is an ideal choice. The version you see in these

making your decision.

images is the Low Foot End version.

Upgrade with bluetooth see option page
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Torino
Sometimes the simplest creations are the most beautiful,

Depending on the level of comfort you prefer, the Torino

and never has that been truer than with our Torino bed.

can be made by our team of skilled craftsmen with a

Available in light grey or rich cream upholstery, it will

range of different bases. Whether you choose our Flex

be the centrepiece of your bedroom, adding effortless

Fit 2000 base, which can help offer some additional

elegance and style. This fully adjustable bed offers

support, or you treat yourself to our luxury Flex Fit 8000

complete support for your posture and it is deigned to

base, which offers ultimate relaxation, the beauty of a

act as the perfect platform for your mattress, meaning

bed from Bodyease is that it can be made to suit you.

you’ll never get a bad night’s sleep again.

Upgrade with bluetooth see option page
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Morino
The Morino creates a feeling of opulence in your

Would you like to feel totally weightless? With the range

bedroom – and that’s before you even get into

of base options available with the Morino, you can.

bed. With a unique style and gorgeous curves on

Choose from the Flex Fit 2000, Flex Fit 4000 and Flex

the foot section, the Morino perfectly shows off the

Fit 8000 to create a sleep system that fulfils your every

craftsmanship and attention to detail that goes into

need. Each base is fully adjustable and designed to fit

making a Bodyease bed. As well as being stylish, the

with the style of the Morino frame.

Morino is practical – it has a fully adjustable sleep system
base unit, which acts as an ideal platform for your
mattress.

Upgrade with bluetooth see option page
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Life by
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design

Tuscany Range
Your bed isn’t just the place where you sleep, it’s the
centrepiece of your bedroom, and one of the most
important items of furniture in your home. You spend
around a third of your life in bed, so choosing one that
is right for you really matters. We created the Tuscany
range to offer innovative design and impressive style
within a sleep system created with the modern lifestyle in mind. Each of the beds within this range
can be made to fit with the Bedstead, Deep Base and Shallow Base fully adjustable bases.

Bedstead

Deep base

Shallow base

The Bedstead base is ideal if you

Sometimes there is no better

Sleek and elegant, our Shallow

like the looks of a classic design

feeling in the world than sinking

Base creates a sophisticated

complete with footboard, but

into a big, comfy bed – and

look as well as offering an excel-

you also want the benefits of

with the Deep Base you can do

lent level of comfort thanks to

modern technology so that you

exactly that. With a solid and

the innovative design and high

can adjust your bed to a range

chunky yet chic design, this base

quality craftsmanship that went

of comfortable positions. Crafted

is a way to make a real style

into creating it. With a choice of

from wood and upholstered in

statement in your bedroom. It

wooden or aluminium legs, the

top quality fabrics, the Bedstead

can be upholstered in the same

Shallow Base can compliment

base comes flat-packed ready

fabric as your mattress for a

both modern and traditional

for assembly.

beautifully consistent look and

décor.

we can even build in drawers for
that extra bit of storage.
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Francesca
This is an elegant bed that combines modern and

Our Francesca design can be created with a five-part

classic style, with a curved headboard and footboard

adjustable sleep system built in, giving you complete

and traditional wooden feet with castors. We

flexibility to find a position for sleeping, sitting or relaxing

particularly love the luxurious upholstery and, like all our

that is right for you. You also have the choice to have

beds, this design works as an adjustable sleep system

your bed upholstered in a range of different fabrics, so

meaning you can tweak the position of your mattress for

you are guaranteed to find a colour and texture that fits

optimum comfort.

in with your décor. Storage options are also available.
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Annabelle
Not only does the Annabelle have unique functions,

The Annabelle can be build to your specification, with

such as a useful backlit Memory Handset or a 25 stone

either under-bed storage or a shallow base. You can

Handling ability, this stunning adjustable bed also looks

also choose to have your bed upholstered in a selection

magnificent. With its innovative design and technical

of fabrics to suit your taste and you can rest assured

features, the Annabelle is made with quality and

you will never struggle to find a comfortable position to

comfort in mind by our master craftsmen using the finest

sleep or relax in again, thanks to the innovative five-part

natural materials.

adjustable sleep system that is built in.
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Materials and Mattresses

Covers - Motion Zero Gravity

Experience the feeling

Our alternative

of luxury against your

mattress cover provides

skin with our premium

great protection for an

mattress cover.

affordable price

Tuscany - standard
Our beautiful Tuscany
bed deserves a
beautiful mattress
cover. Available in a
stylish shade of cream

Cloud 8

Massage Mattress

Latex Mattress

It is well known that massage has a huge

The natural elasticity of a latex mattress allows

number of benefits, from easing aches and

it to spring back into shape as you move in

pains to helping you relax and get rid of

bed, helping you find your most comfortable

tension. With our Massage Mattress, you can

sleeping position. Latex foam mattresses have

enjoy a relaxing massage every night at

excellent heat reduction and breathable

the touch of a button thanks to the Relaxor

properties, which are more efficient at

Massage System, which is built in to the

regulating temperature than any type of foam.

mattress. Choose a rejuvenating full body

This allows the mattress to breathe and helps

massage or focus on a particular area of your

keep it fresh. Latex is a natural product that is

body with the easy-to-operate controls.

very useful for mattresses as it is hypoallergenic
and antimicrobial, which prevents dust, mould

Only available on the Cloud 8 Mattress

and bacteria from settling in the mattress. This
makes a latex mattress particularly suitable for
you if you suffer with allergies.

Latex
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Gel

Memory

Pocket

Gel Mattress

Memory Foam Mattress

Pocket Sprung Mattress

To ensure a sleep that makes you feel well

Experience the feeling of weightlessness with

Pocket sprung mattresses are one of the most

rested and relaxed, this mattress is made with

our luxury memory foam mattress. Memory

comfortable mattresses with an effective design

a gel infused foam that is the most advanced

foam has a unique open cell structure that

that provides high levels of comfort and support

sleeping material on the market. It resists motion

reacts and responds to body heat and weight

where it’s needed most. They are designed to

transfer and reduces pressure on shoulders and

by moulding to the contours of your body,

contour with your body and are constructed

hips. It’s also antimicrobial and very durable

therefore optimizing the support it can give

of numerous individual springs that move inde-

and the gel allows increased airflow, so you can

you by almost eliminating all pressure points

pendently, giving an exceptional amount of

stay cooler at night. With the addition of gel,

that can be known to cause discomfort. It is

support and cushioning. A pocket sprung mat-

you get all the benefits of traditional memory

the most effective material for relieving aches

tress uses these individual springs to respond to

foam without the problems of heat regulation

and pains . It can also be used for prevention

everyone’s individual body weight, increasing

that some people experience.

of pressure sores and has multiple orthopaedic

their usability and comfort and making them an

and other health benefits, which make a huge

excellent choice for most people.

difference to the quality of your sleep.

There is no better foundation for a Bodyease mattress
29

A Perfect Fit For
EveryBody

To give you and your partner the best
night’s sleep possible, we created
our Motion Zero Gravity range of
high quality mattresses which, when
combined with the right Bodyease
base system, offer you luxurious comfort
and outstanding levels of support.
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Mattresses
Cloud 800

Cloud 400

Cloud 200

The Cloud 8 Mattress provides the familiar feel

The Cloud 4 Mattress Topper offers an innova-

The Cloud 2 Mattress Topper is a great way to

of a traditional mattress, combined with the

tive balance of softness and support. It com-

further enhance the sleeping surface of our

amazing comfort and support that only comes

bines the unique materials carefully selected by

range of innovative mattresses. This mattress

with the Bodyease brand. Mattresses in this col-

the team of Bodyease craftsmen with a newly

topper is designed to provide a deep extra

lection have a particularly durable base layer,

developed sleep system, creating a softer

layer of comfort, helping you achieve a rejuve-

so you can rest assured you will enjoy its benefits

comfort layer that provides a feeling of instant

nating night’s sleep and eradicating aches and

for many years to come.

relaxation the moment you lie down.

pains.

Latex

Gel

Memory

Pocket

Latex

Gel

Memory

Pocket

Latex

Gel

Memory
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Compliments

Power and Connectivity
Motors

Powerful, faster, cost-effective, easy toolfree fitting. Meets the eco-design directive.
Maintenance free 24 volt DC motors direct
voltage motors, low voltage.

Bluetooth® Furnibus Adapter

Upgrade to the Furnibus drive system a new
way of controlling your premium furniture via
mobile phone or tablet PC.
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Upgrade Options
Shallow Base legs

Deep Base Feet

Handsets

Standard

Standard

Standard - Motion Zero Gravity

These sleek chrome legs are a clean and

These attractive chrome castors are the perfect

sophisticated finish to any Bodyease bed base,

support if you have selected a deep base for

and help create the illusion that your bed is

your Bodyease bed.

floating above the ground.

This handheld radio frequency controller has
a simple design and is surprisingly easy to use.
It’s all part of the Bodyease mission to create
amazing sleep systems.

Upgrade

Upgrade

If you prefer, you can upgrade your base legs

Your Deep Base bed can also be upgraded to

to include wheeled castors in a stylish chrome

include these flat-bottomed castors, which offer

Our ergonomic design memory back lit handset,

finish. These will make moving your bed around

sturdy support while bringing your bed closer to

allowing you to hold the power to adjust your

much easier.

the ground.

bed to the perfect position in the palm of your

Standard - Tuscany

hand, also save your favourite settings.
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Headboards
No bed is complete without a headboard – and at
Bodyease we have designed an exclusive range
of stunning options to suit every style of bed. Each
headboard is crafted by our team of skilled designers,
who take the time to add the finishing touches,
producing a stunning finish that is easy on the eye and
a delight to touch. We only use the highest quality
materials and we offer a fantastic range of the finest
fabrics and tones so you can select a style that you
love. Our upholstered headboards are designed to
fit standard UK sized beds and are available as floorstanding or fixed solutions.
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ZEUS

CALPE

The Zeus Upholstered Headboard incorporates

The Calpe Upholstered Headboard is

a unique and simple metropolitan style, where

padded for a sumptuous, soft feel without

minimalism is cherished. On closer inspection

any compromise when it comes to rigidity

customers will notice the high-quality of

and sturdiness. Features unique to the Calpe

craftsmanship and materials that have gone

Upholstered Headboard include the two-

into its design and manufacturing. The Zeus

panel detailing, with outward curves at each

has a unique panel style with four different

shoulder of the headboard. Made with carefully

segments combining to create a contemporary

selected materials for a superior finish, the

geometrical look with a focus on clean, straight

Calpe headboard is an excellent, modern

lines that is effortlessly eye-catching.

option for any bed.

BINARY

SASHA

BENISSA

The Binary Upholstered Headboard has a

The best thing about our Sasha Upholstered

The Benissa Upholstered Headboard is finished

deep-padded finish and elegant styling that

Headboard is its unique and simple style. It

with stunning detailing that makes it a real focal

creates a feeling of luxury that is hard to resist.

is plump to the touch with deep padding

point in any bedroom. Just like the quality of the

The Binary headboard is a great way to add a

that provides a supreme level of comfort.

finish, only the finest materials have been used

contemporary yet sophisticated look to your

It is impossible not to notice the hours of

to create the deep padding that is beautifully

bedroom and the beauty of this design is that

craftsmanship that have gone into creating

soft and supportive. The headboard has been

it is available in a choice of fabrics to suit your

such a high quality design that exudes class

carefully upholstered in luxury fabric so that it

décor. Even the height of the headboard can

and sophistication.

feels as good as it looks. It is the ultimate way to

be customised to your specific requirements.

add extra style and comfort to your Bodyease
bed.
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Sizes

Motion Zero
Gravity Range
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Sizes

Tuscany Range
2’ 6”

3’

4’

5’

6’

N/A

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Dimensions
Savoy

Deep base

Shallow base

Max thickness 20cm
Height 130cm

Motion Zero Gravity Range

MOTION

0

Foot board height 65cm

Height 33cm

Height 33cm

GRAVITY
Height of base 33cm
Max thickness 20cm
Total length of bed 240cm

Total length of bed 200cm

All sizes are approximate

Francessca

Total length of bed 200cm
All sizes are approximate

Annabelle Deep base

All sizes are approximate

Annabelle Shallow base

Max thickness 18cm

Height 104cm

Tuscany Range

Foot board height 72cm
Height 38cm

Height 38cm

Height of base 43cm

Max thickness 16cm
Total length of bed 200cm

Total length of bed 232cm
All sizes are approximate

Total length of bed 200cm
All sizes are approximate

All sizes are approximate
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Specialist in adjustable beds
Platinum Enterprise UK Limited t/a Bodyease
Savile Business Centre, Mill Street East, Dewsbury WF12 9AH
T: 0800 0469901 E: sales@bodyease.co.uk

www.bodyease.co.uk
To become a Bodyease stockist
Contact 0800 0469901 or sales@bodyease.co.uk

